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May 1st I arrived back in Denmark after spending a year in the US assisting with assembling and
training the GREAT team that we have there now as well as working with some truly skilled and
passionate partners (you know who you are). I must say it’s been a great learning experience as
well as a very exciting time – both for EPiServer but also for me personally.

Now, that I’m back in the old world again it seemed like a good time to try a new angle at
producing great software – and as luck would have it I was offered to try on the shoes as product
manager. Even though I’ve always had a deep passion for coding I’d love a chance to really
influence the future of creating great web sites in a way that only a product manager at
EPiServer can do it.

I believe that the most important job for any software product company is to create software
that solves real problems that people in their markets have. This is the key factor that more than
anything should be driving both the development and sales process – solving real problems for
real people. And of course solving the problems in a carefully designed and planned manner so
the solutions adapts to the users needs and skills – and not the other way around. Too many
times have I seen countless examples of technology and features in various products (in all
industries) that are there for no other other reason than adding a feature – but not solving any
real problems. Flashy as some of it may seem it’s still essentially useless. The consequence:
development time that could have been spend solving problems wasted, and users confused
with features that doesn’t make sense.

Luckily EPiServers history shows that we have been very successful in solving real problems. And
I believe that’s why so many web sites, editors, developers and marketing people use our entire
product portfolio as their platform of choice today. But of course we can still do even better.
Especially with YOUR help. I want to learn how you use EPiServer CMS. And even if you don’t use
it – tell me how you manage your online content and which problems we could solve for you.
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